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Introduction

Welcome to SoccerScanner Pro, the web based tool that allows you to see live statistics from hundreds of
live games at a glance. Our unique colour coding and enhanced metrics allow you to see opportunities at a
glance, our simple to create filters allow you to narrow down your searches and even send Telegram alerts
if a game should match your criteria.

At only £10 per month this is one investment you wont regret.

You can download the help files in a pdf format from below

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured multi-format Help generator

Welcome
Welcome to the SoccerScanner Pro software and thank you for having the foresight to purchase this
software. Iʼm sure you will be extremely pleased once you start seeing the potential of the software and how
it can help you in your daily football trading.
 
I initially designed the software becuase I was sick of clicking from game to game on the bookmakers sites
or on Betfair looking at the inplay game stats, I had strategies to use but often by the time I found a game
that fitted my criteria the opportunity had gone. There were other inplay tools out there but they were poorly
designed and very expensive and so SoccerScanner was born.
 
This will be just the beginning and hopefully based on your feedback I can improve the software and
include other new features.
 
Please make sure you read everything so you understand the functions and operation of the software fully.
If you have any questions please donʼt hesitate to email 

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

Signing up
Signing up to SoccerScanner is easy, just signup via Paypal and your account details will be emailed as
soon as the setup is complete

You can sign up here

https://soccerscanner.net/pro/register.php

Remember you get a full 2 day trial completely free, cancel anytime within the 2 days and you wont be
charged a penny.

Note: Some email systems treat the email as Spam, if you dont have your credentials within a few minuites
then check your Spam folder, if your still unable to find it email me and I will send your details in a new
email

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

What's New
14.04.2021 - Added goal noise.
If a game is selected and a goal is scored then you will hear a crowd cheer. One of the most requested
items

14.04.2021 - Major Update - :Launched SoccerScanner V2.

https://soccerscanner.net/help/SoccerScanner Help.pdf
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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a much more user experience focussed scanner wth the ability to configure how you want

11.02.2021 - Added last 10 mins shots on targets to the new alerts

08.02.2021 - Major Update - Added new feature to allow you to restrict leagues you get alerts on
I've upoaded a video on to YouTube which explains this feature in more detail. Alternativly you can read
about this feature here

03.02.2021 - Added new Filters
Added "Second half goals" fillter, this will tell you the number of goals scored in the second half, best used
in conjunction with the time filter

20.10.2021 - Added new Filters
Ive just added "home team winning" and "away team winning" filters, hopefully these dont need any
explanation.

08.01.2021  - Added new fields to the Alert performance report
First addition of the new year :-). The performance report will now display the time in the game the alert
was triggered and the score at that point, this allows for much greater level of analysis of your alerts. This is
only available for alerts using the new Filters

20.12.2020 - Added new filter
At the request fo a new customer I added a filter to allow you to specify time between the last goals. The
filter is called 

Its available in the new filters only

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: iPhone web sites made easy

Getting Started

If your new to SoccerScanner then you can sign up here  take advantage of our 2 day free trail and see if
SoccerScanner is right for you, details on the trial can be for in the help files

Logging in the Scanner couldnt be easier, head to SoccerScanner.net, click on SoccerScanner Pro and
enter your username and password

Once in you will be presnted with the Main screen, yes it looks complicated but its actually quite simple, full
details can be found in the using SoccerScanner section

https://youtu.be/uQ4b_7LQuPE
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
https://soccerscanner.net/pro/register.php
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create iPhone documentation

Free Trial
SoccerScanner costs £10 a month making it great value for money. In order to check that its right for your
needs there is a free 2 day trial, I offer full customer support during this period and all functions of the tool
and alerts are fully functional.

To get the free trial simply sign up and create a PayPal subscription, this subscription creates your
accounts and account details will be sent via email. If you don't receive an email then please check your
Spam folder as some email providers treat it as Spam.

If You do not want to continue with SoccerScanner you can cancel at any time in the 2 day period and you
will not be charged

You can sign up here

https://soccerscanner.net/pro/register.php

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Qt Help files

Getting help
One of the things I pride myself on is giving great customer service, whilst I run SoccerScanner as a hobby
I will endevour to answer any questions as soon as possible. The best way to get help is email me (that way
I get an alert) at 

contactus@SoccerScanner.net

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

Using SoccerScanner

SoccerScanner was designed to be as flexible as possible and give you the tools you need, the following
section outlines how to read the main screen, using basic filtering , and even use dark mode if the white
background gets a bit much. Using the new side menus you can now add additional information to the
scanner and reorder the columns

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured EPub generator

The Main Screen
At first Glance SoccerScanners main screen can seem a little daunting but its actually fairly easy to
understand, it was written to allow you to visually trade markets 

Icons.
First of all lets look at the icons across the top, these are key to understanding whats going on.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
https://soccerscanner.net/pro/register.php
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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If you forget what an Icon does, simply place your mouse over the icon for a few seconds and a
reminder will popup

Shading.
SoccerScanner shades cells depending on their values, this easily allows you to see when a team is on top

In this example from one of the Turkish leagues you can see Yomrsapor have had double or more shots on
target so the cell is shaded dark blue. The Away team have had double or more shots off target so the cell
is shaded light blue. I used this as an example to show when both teams were highlighted but the colours
allow you to see when a team is on top if multiple cells are shaded. 

In the example below the home team are 3 - 1 down but the stats show a comeback could be likely, the
fields on the right are the last 10 mins stats, so the home team have had 5 shots on target total but 3 of
these have been in the last 10 mins. This is where the scanner really becomes useful as the patttern of play
is favouring the home team and the number of dark blue shaded cells makes it easy to see this

And sure enough on 53 mins they pulled a goal back, its not always this easy but the signs were there

This also demonstrates the red shading which appears when a goal is scored

The Green shading indicates high Attacking pressure 1 or 2 if you see both then that is also a good sign,
this is covered in more detail here

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad

Right Click Menu
One of the key features of SoccerScanner is the right click menu (or long press on a mobile/Tablet). This

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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allows you to quickly apply filters, switch to Dark mode or even copy the teams names to the clipboard.

As the name suggests, right click the mouse anywhere on the screen and the menu appears

My Games
The my games filter allows you to select a number of games and only have those active on the screen, to
do this click the check box on the left of the games time

This will highlight the game in blue, you can select My selected games and only these will be shown when
you click my games

My Leagues
This will show live games which are in the leagues you selected using the "My Leagues" tool. You can read
more about this here

Last 5,10,20 mins
These filters are really useful for checking if a game is still likely to produce goals or the teams have settled
for the current score

This game for example is 2-0 to the Home team and has 5 mins left
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As you can see there has only been 9 dangerous attacks in the last 10 mins, no corners and no shots, its
highly likely this game will finish 2-0 as it seems both teams have settled for that scoreline.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free HTML Help documentation generator

AP1 and AP2 graphs
The Attacking pressure graphs are a 2 charts unique to SoccerScanner, what they do is plot  graphs based
on attacking pressure over the last 10 minuites , when either of these metrics is high the figures will be
shaded in green

These are a great indication of how the game is going and being able to read these will help you
understand the flow of the game

In this example we can see that the game was fairly even up intil tthe 21st minute , the home team scored
first but from the 30th minute onwards the away team have really stepped up the pressue, this would seem
to suggest a goal from the away side.

Here is another example

https://www.helpndoc.com
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Here you can see the home team are clearly dominating it terms of attacking intent and its no suprise to
see that pressure rewarded with 2 goals

When I get an alert I tend to check AP1 in particualr and look how that game has gone, if I see lots of
values above 55 for AP then thats a good sign, over 16 for AP2

Here you can see a game with low AP1

No suprise here to see that the game is 0-0 and only 1 shot on target

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy EBook and documentation generator

Top Leagues
Some people like to trade the top levels of football only, the better the quality of football the more predictible
it becomes, a lower level team can have twice as many shots on target as a higher level team and not
score, better players produce better results.

https://www.helpndoc.com
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With this in mind I added a Top leagues filter, this filter can be applied and will only show teams in the
following leagues

You can access the top leagues filter from filter 1 (see here for help on that)

· UK FA cup

· UK Premier league

· UK Championship

· Scottish Premiership

· Scottish cup

· La Liga

· Serie A

· Bundesliga

· Eredivisie

· Portugese Primeira Liga

· Belgium Pro league

· Austrailian A league

· Champions league

· Europa League

· France Legue 1

· MLS

· K league 1

· J league

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free HTML Help documentation generator

My Leagues
If your sick of getting alerts in the middle of the day for random Under 19 leagues then this is section of
SoccerScanner that can help.

This feature gives you the ability to save a list of favourite leagues. Once saved you can use this list of
leagues in Alerts or directly on the scanner. There is a video that describes this feature you YouTube

Setting up "My Leagues"

You can enter the My Leagues app from the main menu under Filters

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://youtu.be/uQ4b_7LQuPE
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You will now see 3 sections of the screen

On the left there is a drop down button which allows you to select your leagues , the Leagues are listed by
country and clicking on the down arrow next to each country will expand and show you the leagues for that
country.

There is also a search feature at the top which allows you to search for specific league names.

Once a league is selected in this dropdown its name and country (if not included in the title) are displayed
in the middle box, this allows you to see at a glance which leagues you have selected.

Selecting leagues can be a slow job but remember you can return to this screen at any time to modify your
selections. In order to help I have also included some buttons on the right hand side which can add or
remove large numbers of leagues for you with a mouse click. So for example you may want to get alerts on
all leagues but not cups, this can be achieved in 2 mouse clicks by selecting all leagues and then removing
cups. Hopefully you get the idea.

Once you have made you selections be sure to click the save button.

Now you have your leagues you can use them in alerts

By including this on a filter you will only get an alert when your criteria are true and the league is one you
have selected. 

You can also use the right click menu on the scanner to show only your leagues
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create iPhone documentation

Sorting in the scanner
By default the scanner is not setup to sort, this may seem strange but the reason is that games are grouped
by leagues, as they are grouped sorting will not work. 

However in the new version of the scanner you can change this and to do this we simply need to remove
the grouping

To do this use the right click meny and choose grouping -> remove grouping

What you now see is a change like this

Before - games are grouped by League

After - Games now are not grouped and each line has a league

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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This take up more space on the scanner but now clicking on the colulmn headers (click the icons) will sort
the columns

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

Dark Mode
Dark mode can be enabled by using the right click menu

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

Customising the scanner
With the latest version of the scanner its possible to customise it to your own needs, Columns can be
added, removed and reordered to suit your trading style

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Qt Help files

Add/Remove Columns

Adding/Removing Columns

On the right hand side of the page is the Columns menu, clicking this shows a list of Columns, the ones
which are ticked are the ones currently on the scanner

 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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To Add an extra field is as simple as clicking the empty check
box, in the example here you can see midway down I have
added Ave % of a FHG

Please remember that Soccerscanner was designed to give
you as much information on a page without any left and right
scrolling, adding extra columns may mean you need to scroll
to see some information. See Pinning Columns further down
this topic for help with this

To remove a Column from the scanner simply untick the box,
you can add as much or as little detail as you need. Once you
have the scanner set how you want then click the Settings
button (just below the colulmns ) and from here you can save
your settings , these are your settings and will be applied on
any device you log onto.

If at anytime you want to go back to the original
soccerscanner layout use the settings menu and click Reset
Column setup

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

Reordering Columns

In some cases your trading style may mean some data is more important to you than others, or maybe you
have  added an extra column and you don't like where it is on the page. In this case you can re-order the
columns

Above each column is a box, by clicking and holding the left mouse button in this box you can move the
column 

Simply left click in the box, hold the left mouse button and move the mouse, when you get to the position
you want simply leave go of the button

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Remember these changes will be lost unless you save them from the settings box

The last 5,10 and 20 mins move as a single group, this is to prevent confusion as the same icons are used
for each set

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Qt Help files

Saving your settings

Once you have customised Soccerscanner then you need to save your settings , this will automatically
reload your settings next time you login

To save your settings or to reset back to the default SoccerScanner setup is easy

Click the settings menu on the far right and this gives you the option to save, load or reset. Note this will
save any filters you currently have

When you next login to soccerscanner any saved settings will be reapplied

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce Kindle eBooks easily

Alerts

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad

Setting up telegram
Telegram is the way that SoccerScanner can send you alerts. SoccerScanner automatically checks every
live game against your alert criteria , when it finds a match it generates an alert which is sent just to you via
Telegram. Telegram clients can be used to recieve these alerts on a number of devices including mobile
phones, tablets , PC's and Macs

To setup alerts we strongly recommend you use a PC or Mac, once setup you can recieve the alerts on
any device with a Telegram client

This video outlines the basic steps to get it setup https://youtu.be/A7DRQo3aTDQ

Alternativly follow the simple steps below

1. Goto the alerts page on SoccerScanner and Cick ON

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
https://youtu.be/A7DRQo3aTDQ
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https://soccerscanner.net/telegram/settings2.php

2. When you select on a new link will appear

3. Click the link and  a new browser window will open, this gives you the name of the bot assigned (ignore
the number these are randomly assigned)

4. Click "Send Message" and telegram will open with a blank chat, at the bottom of the chat screen you
will see a button titled "Start"

You must click this button, this then creates the link between the bot that sends the alerts and
your alerts.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Produce Kindle eBooks easily

Setting up alerts/buttons

COMING SOON

SoccerScanners filter editor allows you to build filters that can be used for buttons and alerts in seconds

The builder allows you to group rules together to form complex filters using AND/OR logic. These rules can
then be used as buttons on the live data and generate alerts

Open up the editor here

https://soccerscanner.net/telegram/settings2.php
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://soccerscanner.net/pro/settings2.php
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Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

Example AND filter

This is an example of how to create a simple AND filter, by using the AND logic we need all criteria to be
true in order for the filter to work and if selected the Telegram alert to fire.

If you open up the Editor the default looks like this 

First of all lets give it a Name, the name should reflect the strategy and this name will appear on your
custom filters on the main scanner as well as in any alert. You may also want to untick the enabled for alerts
button, this allows us to test the strategy without firing a number of alerts.

Now lets add our first rule, for this example were going to create a simple lay the draw filter, so change the
operator (middle box) to greater than and the value box (3rd box) to 75, this means this alert is only active
on games over 75 minutes in.

On its own thats going to match with a lot of games, so the next stage is to add a second rule, click the
green box on the right "Add rule" and another filter line appears, this time were going to ensure that the
score is nil nil. So we select total goals = 0, we also need to check that the AND/OR blue button at the top is
clicked on AND (as we want this alert to fire when all conditions are true)

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Finally lets add a few more rules, one to ensure we have had lots of shots on Target , one to show the teams
havent settled for 0-0 and one to show that historically these teams have had a second half goal. We click
the add rule button and will fill in our filters, if you dont know what a filter does then you can check the list
here or cick the blue help icon.
 
Now we have a complete filter

Remember the Key point here is the AND button at the top, this means ALL conditions must be
true for the filter to trigger.

We can now check our logic by clicking the "Check Logic" button, this gives us a text version of the actual
alert , in this case

Time (in mins) > 74 AND Total Goals = 0 AND Total Shots on Target > 6 AND Total shots on Target (last
10 mins) >= 2 AND Average % Over 0.5 Second Half goals >= 80

This is a sample alert, you may want to add extra criteria like shots on target in the last 5 mins, you could
add top leagues only (discussed here) the posibilities are endless, in the next help topic we will create a
more complex alert using both AND/OR logic

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad

Example AND/OR Filter

If you havent done so I recommend you read the previous topic on creating an example AND filter first

Now we have created a filter using AND logic we will now look at a filter which combines AND/OR logic,
AND logic means all conditions must be true, OR means any of the conditions need to be true, lets look at a
basic example

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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The key thing to note here is there are 2 groups of filters, group one has AND selected and Group 2 has
OR selected. So what this means is

Time (in mins) > 20 AND ( Home Score = 1 OR Away Score = 1 ) 

So in order for this filter to be true The time Must be over 20 mins AND the home score OR the away score
must be equal to 1, this is a very basic example but hopefully it illustrates the science behind it.

Lets now create a step by step example, as before start with a blank button, this time we will create a simple
OR strategy using 2 groups

Start by clicking the Delete button to remove the rule, now click the  Add group button twice

Now we have 2 groups and we can set the relationship between them on the top line to be OR

Now we can add our criteria, in this example lets create a favorate one down filter, we fill the top line in and
then click add rule  for that group

We add 2 more rules to the top group and then 2 more for the bottom group and we end up with 
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If we now click check logic we will see the following

( Home Start Odds <= 1.65 AND Home Score = 0 AND Away Score = 1 )  OR ( Away Start Odds <= 1.65
AND Away Score = 0 AND Home Score = 1 ) 

as you can see we have 2 rules seperated by an OR , if either of these rules are true then the filter will
trigger.

Again this is a basic alert you could add time <30 mins, top leagues again the posibilities are endless.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Write EPub books for the iPad

List of filters
This is the current list of available filters 

Group Filter Description

Game
Stats

Time (in mins)

Score
Difference

This is the difference between both teams score line. You can use this when
testing for a draw if you set it to zero

My Leagues
only

This is covered under this Help topic

Top Leagues
Only

As covered under this Help topic

Halftime If set to yes this will only trigger when the game is at half time.

Minutes Since How long in Minutes since the last goal, can be used in conjection with time to

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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last goal specify a game with no second half goals so far

Time Between
Last Goals

This allows you to specify a time between the last 2 goals

Totals Total Goals Total number of goals so far in the game

Second Half
goals

Number of goals scored in the second half, best used with the time filter

Total Shots Total number of Shots so far in the game

Total Shots on
Target

Total number of Shots on target so far in the game

Total Shots in
the Box. 

Total Shots in the Box. (note this is only available for games in the top
leagues)

Total Corners Total number of Corners.

Total Dangerous
attacks

Total number of dangerous attacks so far in the game.

Odds Home Start
Odds

The Bookmakers starting price for the home team.

Draw Start Odds The Bookmakers starting price for the Draw.

Away Start
Odds

The Bookmakers starting price for the Away team.

Home Live Odds The Bookmakers Live price for the home team.

Draw Live Odds The Bookmakers Live price for the Draw team.

Away Live Odds The Bookmakers Live price for the Away team.

Betfair
Odds

Betfair Home
team back odds

Current Betfair exchange Back price for the home team (note Betfair odds
are not avaulable for all games if you add this is a filter it will only fire if the
game has Betfair odds.

Betfair Home
team Lay odds

Current Betfair exchange Lay price for the home team (note Betfair odds are
not avaulable for all games if you add this is a filter it will only fire if the game
has Betfair odds.

Betfair Away
team back odds

Current Betfair exchange back price for the Away team (note Betfair odds are
not avaulable for all games if you add this is a filter it will only fire if the game
has Betfair odds.

Betfair Away
team Lay odds

Current Betfair exchange Lay price for the Away team (note Betfair odds are
not avaulable for all games if you add this is a filter it will only fire if the game
has Betfair odds.

Betfair Draw
back odds

Current Betfair exchange Back price for the Draw (note Betfair odds are not
avaulable for all games if you add this is a filter it will only fire if the game has
Betfair odds.

Betfair Home
team Lay odds

Current Betfair exchange Lay price for the draw(note Betfair odds are not
avaulable for all games if you add this is a filter it will only fire if the game has
Betfair odds.

Average
Stats

Average % Over
1.5

Based on the soccerScanner stats pages what is the average percent of
games over 1.5 Goals. Note just add the number no need for the % sign

Average % Over
2.5

Based on the soccerScanner stats pages what is the average percent of
games over 2.5 Goals. Note just add the number no need for the % sign
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Average % Over
3.5

Based on the soccerScanner stats pages what is the average percent of
games over 3.5 Goals. Note just add the number no need for the % sign

Average % Over
0.5 First Half
goals

Based on the soccerScanner stats pages what is the average percent of
games over 0.5 First half goals. Note just add the number no need for the %
sign

Average % Over
0.5 Second Half
goals

Based on the soccerScanner stats pages what is the average percent of
games over 0.5 Second half goals. Note just add the number no need for the
% sign

Average % of
Both teams to
score

Based on the soccerScanner stats pages what is the average percent of
games where both teams score. Note just add the number no need for the %
sign

Last 10 Games
only % Over 1.5

This filter takes the last 10 home games for the home team that were over
1.5 added to the last 10 away games for the away team over 1.5 and
expresses it as a percentage. Note just add the number no need for the %
sign

Last 10 Games
only % Over 1.5

This filter takes the last 10 home games for the home team that were over
2.5 added to the last 10 away games for the away team over 2.5 and
expresses it as a percentage. Note just add the number no need for the %
sign

Last 10 Games
only % BTTS

This filter takes the number of the last 10 home games for the home team
where both teams scored adds it to the last 10 away games for the away
team where both teams scored and expresses it as a percentage. Note just
add the number no need for the % sign

Last 10 Games
only % First half
Goal

This filter takes the number of the last 10 home games for the home team
where there was a first half goal, it adds it to the last 10 away games for the
away team where there was a first half goal and expresses it as a
percentage. Note just add the number no need for the % sign

Last 10 Games
only % Second
half Goal

This filter takes the number of the last 10 home games for the home team
where there was a second half goal, it adds it to the last 10 away games for
the away team where there was a second half goal and expresses it as a
percentage. Note just add the number no need for the % sign

Last 5 Total shots on
Target (last 5
mins)

Statistics for the given time period
Total shots off
Target (last 5
mins)

Total Corners
(last 5 mins)

Total dangerous
Attacks (last 5
mins)

Last 10 Total shots on
Target (last 10
mins)

Total shots off
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Target (last 10
mins)

Total Corners
(last 10 mins)

Total dangerous
Attacks (last 10
mins)

Last 20 Total shots on
Target (last 20
mins)

Home Home Score How many goals has the home team scored. (please note scores can change
due to VAR)

Home Pressure
Index 1

Read the help here

Home Pressure
Index 2

Home Team
Dominating

Is the Home Team Dominating?
This is when the home team is double or more the away team in 5 of the
following 6 Statistics. 1. Possession. 2. Shots on Target. 3. Shots off Target. 4.
Dangerous attacks. 5. Attacks.6. Corners

Home Team
Winning

Is the Home team winning

Home Corners How many corners has the home team had.

Home Shots on
Target

How many shots on target has the home team had.

Home Shots in
the box

How many shots in the box has the home team had. (please note this statistic
is not available for all games).

Home Shots on
target in the last
5 minutes How many shots on target has the home team had in the given time period

Home Shots on
target in the last
10 minutes

Home Shots on
target in the last
20 minutes

Home Shots off
target

How many shots off target has the home team had.

Home
Possesion

Home Teasm Percent of possession (Note there is no need to add the % sign).

Home
Dangerous
attacks

How many dangerous has the home team had.

Home League
position

What was the home teams league position before play started.

Home Yellow How many yellow cards has the home team had?
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Cards

Home Red
Cards

How many red cards has the home team had?

Away Away Score How many goals has the Away team scored. (please note scores can change
due to VAR)

Away Pressure
Index 1

Read the help here

Away Pressure
Index 2

Away Team
Dominating

Is the Away Team Dominating?
This is when the away team is double or more the home team in 5 of the
following 6 Statistics. 1. Possession. 2. Shots on Target. 3. Shots off Target. 4.
Dangerous attacks. 5. Attacks.6. Corners

Away team
Winning

Is the Away team Winning

Away Corners How many corners has the away team had.

Away Shots on
Target

How many shots on target has the away team had.

Away Shots in
the box

How many shots in the box has the away team had. (please note this statistic
is not available for all games).

Away Shots on
target in the last
5 minutes

How many shots on target has the home team had in the given time periodAway Shots on
target in the last
10 minutes

Away Shots on
target in the last
20 minutes

Away Shots off
target

How many shots off target has the away team had.

Away Possesion Away Team Percent of possession (Note there is no need to add the % sign).

Away
Dangerous
attacks

Away League
position

What was the away teams league position before play started.

Away Yellow
Cards

How many yellow cards has the away team had

Away Red Cards How many Red cards has the away team had?

Winning
Team

Winning team
score

How many goals has the winnng team scored. (please note scores can
change due to VAR)

Winning Team
Pressure Index 1

The current value for the winning team on PI1.

Winning Team How many corners has the Winning team had.
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Corners

Winning Team
Shots on Target

How many shots on target has the Winning team had.

Winning Team
Shots off Target

How many shots off target has the Winning team had.

Winning Team
shots in the box

How many shots in the box has the Winning team had. (note this is not
available for all games).

Winning Team
Possesion

Winning Team Percent of possession (Note there is no need to add the %
sign).

Winning Team
Dangerous
attacks

How many dangerous has the Winning team had.

Losing
Team

Losing team
score

How many goals has the away team scored. (please note scores can change
due to VAR)

Losing team
Pressure Index 1

Losing team
Corners

How many corners has the Losing team had.

Losing team
Shots on Target

How many shots on target has the Losing team had.

Losing team
Shots off Target

How many shots off target has the Losing team had.

Losing team
Shots in the Box

How many shots in the box has the Losing team had.

Losing team
Possesion

Losing Team Percent of possession (Note there is no need to add the % sign).

Losing team
Dangerous
attacks

How many dangerous has the Losing team had.

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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Case Study - Lay the draw
When setting up filters try to think logically what the end goal is(no pun intended).

Lets take an example of a filter for Lay the Draw filter. Your first filter criteria are pretty obvious

· You Need the game to be a draw (hence the title Lay the draw) when the alert comes in

· You want the game to be well into the second half (in most case)

So already we have our first filter criteria but setting those 2 alone won't give good results, in order for the
trade to be successful we need to be confident that one team is going to score, sometimes in games teams
will settle for a point, other times they will push hard for a winner. We have many filters we can use here
but in particular last 5 and last 10 minuite stats could be really useful, a high AP1 shows attacking intent ,
corners are a good sign, dangerous attacks and you could even consider league position, if both teams are
mid table then they maybe unlikely to push, if a team is to get into the play offs or out of the bottom 3 then
there is our incentive. All of these can be added to your filter just remember the more specific you get the
less alerts but the more likely they will be to be successful.

We could create a basic filter like

Here were confident either team (we use total so no need to specify a team) is attacking and have shown
some attacking intent, we could enhance this with a check on the League position, lets say we want one of
the teams to be 15th or lower, we can add

Notice OR is selected here, this shows that we only need home OR away to be greater than 15

lets add a high AP1, I would suggest over 55

And the last check, lets make sure there have been no red cards (remember this is an example some of
you may decide a red card is a good sign )

This gives us

Time (in mins) > 75 AND
Score Difference = 0 AND 
Total shots on Target (last 5 mins) >= 1 AND 
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Total shots on Target (last 10 mins) >= 2 AND 
Total Corners (last 10 mins) >= 2 AND 
Highest Team Attacking Pressure 1 >= 55 AND 
Home Red Cards = 0 AND 
Away Red Cards = 0 AND
 ( Home League position >= 15 OR Away League position >= 15 )

This is just a sample alert, (dont complain to me  if it doesnt win you money) but hopefully it gives you some
ideas how you can turn your thoughts into a filter. You could add total shots on target during the game, add
the % chance of a second half goal, you could add high league position team against low team position the
possibilities are endless, my advice would be to untick enabled for alerts and try it as a filter first

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Free PDF documentation generator

Case Study - Over 1.5 goals
As with the previous case study I like to think logically before creating a filter, in this case were going to
create a simple over 1.5 filter. 

Im going to start with a filter to ensure the game is still 0-0 and that at least 25 mins have passed (this
should allow the price to rise to around 1.5  to 1.6), I'm also going to add time less than 50 mins, if a game
goes over this at 0-0 I'm asking a lot to get 2 goals in the remaining time. 

Next I want to check the historical stats to make sure im alerting on teams where past stats support over

https://www.helpndoc.com
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1.5, I normally use over 1.5 greater than 80% and over 3.5 greater than 40%

The beauty of inplay betting is that it gives you chance to assess which team has turned up, we've all
backed a team pre game expecting goals only to find it finished a disappointing 0-0, so we need to use the
the inplay stats to check how the game is progressing. Im going to add a new group to the filter and check
if either team has had over 3 shots on target

Again you could add many more filters to this, you could add AP1/AP2, dangerous attacks, corners

Im going to settle for this 

Time (in mins) >= 25 AND 
Time (in mins) <= 50 AND 
Total Goals = 0 AND 
Average % Over 1.5 >= 80 
AND Average % Over 3.5 >= 40 AND 
( Home Shots on Target >= 3 OR Away Shots on Target >= 3 ) 

Again this is a very simplistic alert, I cant guarentee it will win you money but the idea is to get you thinking
about how you can use the new filters to create powerful filters and alerts

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Create help files for the Qt Help Framework

Alert performance report
The Alert performance report allows you to track the success of your alerts.

This report shows all alerts generated in the last 30 days (it's limited to 30 days for performance reasons)
and with that it shows vital information such as full time score, score at alert time, goal History (the order the
teams scored in), the live stats at the time the alert was generated (shots on target etc) , live odds and the
averages based on the stats pages.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
https://soccerscanner.net/stats/index.php
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The idea is you can use this information to track the success of your alerts and then use that information to
tweak them

For some of the lower leagues certain information is not avaulable so those fields show as blanks

Its not possible for Soccerscanner to analyse the data as it doesnt know the outcome you want from the
alert but the report can be downloaded to Excel to be analysied further

You access the performace report from the Alerts Menu

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: News and information about help authoring tools and
software

Leaving SoccerScanner

Should you feel the need to leave Soccerscaner then all you need to do is cancel your Paypal subscription
that will automatically close your account when your last payment runs out

I would really appreciate if you can share your experience of SoccerScanner (good or bad), I can only
improve the product with feedback. If there is something you would like to see added then please mention
that, Im always looking for ways to make the product bigger and better

Mike

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Help documents

FAQ

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Qt Help documentation made easy

I cant sort the data
By Defaulty SoccerScanner groups the games under leagues and this means you can only sort within
these groups

As an example

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-help-files-for-the-qt-help-framework
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There are 2 games in the Ybc Cup, if I click on Shots on target 

You can now see the sort has been applied (up arrow) but it only sorts within the group

Sorting can be enabled easily by removing the grouping and this is explained in more detail here

Note by default Soccerscanner places the top leagues at the top of the scanner by removing this and
adding your own sorting top games may no longer appear at the top

Created with the Standard Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create Web Help sites

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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